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Girls on Girls: Erotic Stories of Lesbian BDSM
Girls on Girls features 7 BDSM-filled
stories of woman on woman (or in some
cases, women on woman) action by some
of the Internets finest erotic authors.
Includes the only release of Lavilla and the
Nubian.
Endurance Week by Coco
McCloud - Two women rough it in the
wilds of Alaska, rough it in more ways
than one. One of them is a a luscious,
submissive red-head with heavy, ripe
breasts begging for use. The other is a
dominant blonde who is more than willing
to use them, and everything else her partner
has to offer. The only thing that could
make life better for them would be one
more. Once they find her, things really
heat up.
Spy versus Spy by Matt
Nicholson - Heather Granger is one of the
U.S.A.s youngest spies, and shes been
assigned to gather information from one of
the Soviet Unions few women in the inner
circle. Her target has a taste for younger,
submissive
women,
bondage
and
discipline, a role Heather takes on with
zeal. But when her cover is blown, and the
older woman decides to interrogate her
personally, things heat up Cold War style.
Peeping Johnny by Jude Mason - Life in
the city was great. With buildings crushed
against each other, his curvy, kinky
neighbor lived just a few feet away.
Separated only by two windows that gave
him a hell of a view, he enjoyed a nightly
show of tortured female flesh and
masturbation. But on this night, just when
his peep show had passed from clamps to
needles, another woman walked into view.
Thats when it really got good. To Catch a
Thief by Coco McCloud - When a
dominatrix shopkeeper catches a lovely
young shoplifter steeling a bra, she gives
the younger woman a choice between
calling the police or getting a wholy
different kind of punishment. Before long,
the pretty thief finds herself naked, bound
and helpless, being punished in ways far
different than allowed by law, ways that
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take pain and pleasure to heights neither of
them have ever known. Pushing Limits by
Matt Nicholson - After years together,
Bonnie and Lacy were among the lucky
few. Sex was still good. Usually, it was
great. It didnt matter whose fantasy it was.
From the day they met, their desires
seemed to feed off each other. Lacy wanted
the pain that Bonnie loved to give, but they
both wanted more. When the breakthrough
came that gave them their dreams, pleasure
and pain would never be the same again. I
Dream of Barbed Wire by Leo Bulero - At
first, her erotic dreams are tantilizing. She
uses them to guide her and her boyfriend to
punish and pleasure her in wonderfully
brutal ways. When the dreams take more
darkly erotic turns, so does she. Then a
strange coincidence leads her to another
woman and a past she cant escape. Thats
when the dreams become real, with
bondage and erotic torture beyond anything
she could have imagined. Lavilla and the
Nubian by Anonymous - One of them was
born in the north country, the other on the
giant southern continent. Both are now
slaves to the Romans, lovers whose sole
purpose is to entertain their Master and the
Emperor in ways neither of them could
have imagined. Unlike other slaves, their
tools are sex and torment, bondage and
discipline. Their victims--each other. It
could have been far worse. (Editors Note:
This work contains graphic language and
sometimes extreme sexual depictions of
consensual
female
bondage
and
sadomasochism. It is intended for mature
audiences only and is not suitable for
persons under eighteen years of age.)
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Popular)
lesbian - - Story Tags Sophie sets her straight. by CruelLinesin BDSM02/27/164.51 HOT A dialogue story between
Mistress and sub. by RoseWilderin Lesbian Sex05/09/123.92 Switch girl introduces her friends to spankings. by
BittenKitten1in Lesbian forced lesbian - Lesbian Erotic Moments. by Aimie2469in Lesbian Sex05/08/174.46 NEW
Faiths Sexual awakening after being widowed. by gryphon_rockin BDSM05/06/173.89 NEW As the boys go fishing
the girls get it on. by Bumpingugliesin Erotic lesbian nonconsent - What happens at the end of a girls night in and
other exciting erotic at Her life, her power, her submission. by HeyAllin BDSM08/22/164.53 HOT female submissive - Story Tags More Girls on Girls: More Erotic Stories featuring Lesbian BDSM is the second anthology in the
best-selling Girls on Girls series. It features girl on girl - - Story Tags Cheryl decides she needs a mistress. by
Schlankin BDSM09/07/164.67 HOT .. A dominatrix finds her dream girl. by visioneerin Lesbian Sex11/23/124.53 HOT
female submission - - Story Tags He joins his lesbian Mother and her gf in a threesome. A straight girl accidentally
has sex with her own sister. by JessicaSin Incest/Taboo04/02/174.60 HOT lesbian bondage - Insatiable rude-girl
cumslut indulges her riskiest desires. Learning to be selfish for everyones greater pleasure. and other exciting erotic at !
forced lesbian - - Story Tags Cruel sexual torment. by SuzySin Lesbian Sex05/07/173.88 NEW . happens at the end of
a girls night in by Winterscummingin BDSM02/24/174.69 HOT lesbian strap-on - Girls on Girls features 7
BDSM-filled stories of woman on woman (or in some cases, women on woman) action by some of the Internets finest
lesbian femdom - - Story Tags Two stories about being tied up. by TessMackenziein Lesbian Sex05/04/153.64 I
kissed a girlin love. by secretsxywriterin Lesbian Sex12/09/124.83 HOT lesbian spanking - - Story Tags Maxi
fantasizes as stern Ms. Grayling introduces shy new girl. Louise learns to submit to spanking. by Codlingsbyin
BDSM09/02/134.51 HOT Student teaches the teacher. by AngelEin Lesbian Sex04/09/123.56 . Gabriellas Story Ch. 01.
lesbian nonconsent - - Story Tags A dominatrix finds her dream girl. by visioneerin Lesbian Sex11/23/124.53 HOT
Making me Her slave. by JosephBarnoskyin BDSM10/24/124.57 HOT Smashwords Girls on Girls: Erotic Stories of
Lesbian BDSM - A Girls on Girls features 7 BDSM-filled stories of woman on woman (or in some cases, women on
woman) action by some of the Internets finest erotic authors. slave girl - - Story Tags from Ivy Hill. What a bad girl!
by justincbenedictin BDSM01/08/163.56 Odilia is forced in lesbian sex. by Schlankin
NonConsent/Reluctance01/30/144.30 The Story of Odilia Ch. 16. Publicly humiliated for the Cheryl decides she needs
a mistress. by Schlankin BDSM09/07/164.67 HOT .. Shock Wave. A dominatrix finds her dream girl. by visioneerin
Lesbian Sex11/23/124.53 HOT bisexual female - - Story Tags The Prologue. Lynn uses her dominance to shut up a
slut. by Cupcake77in BDSM10/31/164.16 Her two girls in bed. by Void_Spritein Lesbian Sex08/05/114.36 . A story of
feminine passion. by mo_duinnein Lesbian Sex05/19/073.89 lesbian submission - - Story Tags MILF becomes
bi-curious and tests her old friend. and other exciting erotic at How Hollie got her girl. by pheacockin Lesbian
Sex03/01/174.67 HOT . Jessicas interview gets out of control quickly. by slavemalcomin BDSM06/19/164.45 lesbian
bdsm - - Story Tags lesbian submissive - Girls on Girls features 7 BDSM-filled stories of woman on woman (or in
some cases, women on woman) action by some of the Internets finest erotic authors. Girls on Girls: More Erotic
Stories featuring Lesbian BDSM Stripped, whipped and violated - on stage! by SuzySin Lesbian Sex03/27/173.92
Sexy new girl taken by cheerleaders and likes it. by tonya777badin Lesbian lesbian incest - - Story Tags Noises in
fitting room pique her curiosity. by Kitty511in Lesbian Sex04/11/174.22 Exploring my dominant side a bit. by
StackedActionin BDSM03/13/174.39 The girls hit the gym to pick up the perfect babe. by wet_specialin Sci-Fi lesbian
dominant - - Story Tags Girls on Girls features 7 BDSM-filled stories of woman on woman (or in some cases, women
on woman) action by some of the Internets finest erotic authors. Nifty Erotic Stories Archive: Lesbian Stories - Asstr
Jessica Teaches Young Girl not to Mess with her Man. her unless she tries lesbian sex. and other exciting erotic at !
before Amanda serves older women. by mjar65in BDSM10/07/144.59 HOT The Story of Odilia Ch. 04. Girls on Girls:
Erotic Stories of Lesbian BDSM by Darker Pleasures Her first step to submission. by Vixens_Delightin
BDSM03/25/174.07 roughing up her new tenant. by Eudicotidaein Lesbian Sex01/10/174.12 . A good girl waits to be
given as a birthday surprise. by delilahkraynin BDSM07/03/164.48 lesbian teacher - Megan decides to take her twin,
Lilys virginity. and other exciting erotic at ! lesbian bondage(2) bisexual female(2) reluctant(2) lesbian anal(2) . Sexy
new girl taken by cheerleaders and likes it. by tonya777badin Lesbian . The story continues. by 8Secondsin
NonConsent/Reluctance03/29/064.55 HOT Girls on Girls: Erotic Stories of Lesbian BDSM - Kindle edition by
Cheryl decides she needs a mistress. by Schlankin BDSM09/07/164.67 HOT . A dominatrix finds her dream girl. by
visioneerin Lesbian Sex11/23/124.53 HOT story between Mistress and sub. by RoseWilderin Lesbian Sex05/09/123.92
lesbian first time - - Story Tags Helen goes back to church. by MissLisaJonesin Lesbian Sex05/03/114.45 A homeless
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girl breaks into a store and is changed for life. by Nhaimain Lesbian lesbian femdom - Jessica Teaches Young Girl not
to Mess with her Man. Boyfriend wont marry her unless she tries lesbian sex. and other exciting erotic at ! Titfuck class
before Amanda serves older women. by mjar65in BDSM10/07/144.59 HOT Lesbian bdsm - - Story Tags Lesbian
erotic stories: adult-friends, college, encounters, romance, authoritarian, incest, celebrity, hookers, watersports,
interracial. Smashwords Girls on Girls: Erotic Stories of Lesbian BDSM a Girls on Girls features 7 BDSM-filled
stories of woman on woman (or in some cases, women on woman) action by some of the Internets finest
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